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Easy A

for Emma Stone

Virginity is usually lost in a messy
bed, crushed covers flopped to the side

with shame condomed, shrink-wrapped
over body. I lost my virginity in

his sister’s bed while Family Guy
played in the background.

“I don’t want anything more than
this,” holding his body

as pain slits me, until we
Jenga-drop over the bed.

Warmth Etcha a Sketches through my
body to be shaken out and forgotten.

Now I watch you, scarlet A’d over
easy, pushing men off of body.

If there was anything to be learned
as a girl in high school

is that no one will ever believe you
even with proof.
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50 First Kates

Someone plays a character named Kate.
Someone plays Kate as a lonely heart.
Someone plays Kate as a shrew.
Someone plays Kate as the boring protagonist with funny friends. 
Someone plays Kate badly.
Someone plays Kate as a person deserving or undeserving of love.
Someone plays Kate as a player.
Someone plays Kate because Mila dropped out.
Someone plays Kate because Kate dropped out.
Sometimes a Kate replaces a Kate.
There are actors named Kate.
Actors named Kate are American. 
Actors named Kate are British.
Actors named Kate are not defined by geography, only their 

ability to turn words on paper into love.
Actors named Kate appear.
Actors named Kate disappear.
Actors named Kate gain visibility through the use of newborns, 

divorces, Vanity Fair.
Actors named Kate hide their feelings.
Actors named Kate are varied in their Kateness.
Actors named Kate should not be compared.
Actors named Kate are all we have, it seems.
Sometimes a Kate plays a team player.
Sometimes a Kate eats kale.
Sometimes a Kate tries slapstick.
Sometimes a Kate is just a Kate.
Sometimes a Kate plays a Kate and the world lurches into a  

new existence.
Sometimes a Kate plays a Catherine in period costume, and there is 

heightened drama for only a few seconds during an entire movie.
Sometimes Kate fights with Anne in a movie about weddings no 

one wants to attend.
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Sometimes Kate dates old men.
Sometimes Kate grates. 
Sometimes Kate is greater than the sum of letters in her name.
Kate is plain.
Kate is bold.
Kate is tradition.
Kate is a metaphor for all women.
Kate rhymes with many words.
Kate can’t skate. 
Kate breaks up with husbands and never looks back.
Kate breaks down on the way to the grocery store because 

she’s afraid of being compared to thin stalks of asparagus.
Kate applies make up.
Kate applies herself.
Kate stands up.
Kate transcends.
Kate stars.
Kate eases.
Kate whispers. 
Kate reminds.
Kate Kate Kate Kate Kate Kate Kate Kate Kate Kate Kate.
Kate.
Kate.
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Eat, Pray, Love

I took meditation classes
and I’m still alone.
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You’re Supposed to Be Engaged

The camera pans over a wedding ceremony. Two young lovers 
rush out into a burst of flowers and confetti.

The camera pans down a neon theatre sign.  A young couple 
walks out onto a snowy Chicago street.

The camera pans over Florida.  A man comes into focus.  
He puts on his jeans while a woman sleeps in the bed.

The camera pans over San Francisco, cuts to Chinatown, 
firecrackers frighten a man. Two trolleys pass by.  A man 
wanders the street in New Year’s garb.  A couple talk 
excitedly about a party they are heading to.

The camera pans over a Halloween party in full swing.  
A man in a Bill Clinton mask dances. Three women dressed 
as Monica Lewinsky dance in a circle.  Another person in 
a Hillary Clinton mask arrives and Bill Clinton mask runs 
away. He lets himself into apartment 11b and begins to 
take off his clothes. He gets into bed with a woman who is 
asleep. She screams when he wakes her up.

The camera is out of focus. Pink.  A woman pulls away a bra 
from the camera and her image becomes clear.  Women 
shop for lingerie, the camera moves towards a man looking 
at tiny panties. He is offered help by a lady. He says no, 
awkwardly. Hands her the panties.

The camera pans over a hill.  A woman is in a wedding dress, 
riding a horse along a large pasture. She is clearly frightened.

The camera pans over a children’s room.  A young girl is 
playing with her dolls, which are set up as if they are at a 
wedding. The light shines through the window, and the 
room turns to the colour of nostalgia.  A small pink vinyl 
player turns and turns as the girl organizes the dolls.
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The camera zooms slowly towards a foggy city.  Cut to a 
woman waking up in an apartment.  A radio announcer is 
promoting a contest. The woman frantically grabs her phone.

The camera pans over the head of an officer showing a very 
large crowd of people behind a gate. The officer looks con-
cerned.  Cut to a magazine cover with a missing cover photo 
with the headline Wedding of the Century.  Cut back to the 
officer opening giant doors, a woman in a wedding gown 
runs out, her face blurred by her veil.
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Jokes

Set-ups, contrived
misinterpretations, 
dog-park precursors, good
old-fashioned lies. No
pay off.

Men’s underpants, hair and hair
removal, jockstrap, sexualized
fruit.

Women’s oversized underpants, hairy
knuckles or faces, bras and bra-removal
techniques, sexualized fruit.

Can we please
get some decent potty humour?!

A beautiful woman walks into a bar,
drinks until blind, stumbles
onto a dick. 

Break it down, make it
easier:

Did you hear that one about _____________________?

_______________________?
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Punchline

That’s not funny.

It’s not
supposed to be, it’s a
romantic comedy. But
I’m still laughing.
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The Funny Thing Is

The funny this is you can’t remember
how to tell a knock-knock joke.

What do you get when you cross 
a kitten’s face with Jon Hamm’s face

and a grilled cheese sandwich? 
Turned on.  And probably disappointed.

Knock, knock?
Who’s there?
Your dusty vagina.
Your dusty vagina who?
Um, no one.

What do you call a woman 
standing in front of a mirror

pretending she is talking 
to a crush? You don’t call 

her. Nobody does. Don’t 
check your phone. It’s fine.

Don’t you get it?
The joke is you.
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Matthew McConaughey’s Abs

Haven’t been alive for
over seven years. This is why he is always
falling over in movie covers, tilting due to
ab loss. So you fall in love with Matthew
McConaughey’s zombie abs. They are
flesh dripping and flapping from his stomach.
They awkwardly try to buy you a coffee
at the Starbucks.  You decline because
you are late, but his dead abs manage to
sneak their phone number into your pocket.
Then his dead abs keep bumping into you.
At the abandoned Blockbuster Video, at
the abandoned Gap, and the abs
always say the wrong thing, so you don’t
forget them as you walk away. Now,
you can’t stop thinking about dead zombie
abs. The way dead zombie abs laughed
at your jokes and took you to abandoned 
beaches that are too toxic to swim in. 
You both sip coconut water from sterilized 
plastic coconut containers.  When you decided 
that the earth was too much and you wanted 
to leave, his dead abs stopped you, just
at the rocketport, to tell you they were
in love with you too, so deep in love
that it shook them to their dead core.
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Matthew McConaughey’s Arms

Are T. Rex-sized
and he can barely fit them around 
any human body. Optical illusions
are used to make everyone believe
in his romance and sweet Southern
magnetism. Hot lights illuminate
his cheese-eating smile, a soda
in his folded knuckle, a woman photoshopped
into a Barbie husk. His hugs are weak,
like, have his arms been smoking weed too?
Who makes an arm so short?
I thought you had to go big in Texas
or go home sad and alone to some other place.
A place of stubby appendages.
Short arms deliver less love,
lack urgency and force. Every embrace
a pinch, a fresh lobstery cling.
He grasps at emotion
and it slips from his arms 
like a satin sheet. Satin is also not that
romantic. This is why he started making 
awards-baiting dramas. 
There was no way
he could fool everyone forever,
his cover blown any time 
he reaches for the top shelf.
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Porn Parodies 
Dick Edition

Under the Tuscan Dick
Dicks Actually
27 Dicks
(500) Dicks of Summer
Mystic Dick
Dick of Honor
50 First Dicks
Dick Wars
How to Lose a Dick in 10 Days
My Best Friend’s Dick
Dicks with Benefits
My Big Fat Greek Dick
When Dick Met Dick
Pretty Dick
Groundhog Dick
The 40-Year-Old Dick
You’ve Got Dick
10 Things I Hate about Dicks
Bridget Jones’s Dick
Dick Could Happen to You
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